Examples of apps/devices that could qualify for Medicaid funding based on medical need,
as defined and determined by DMAS.
**You do not pay amount shown in price.
If you had
Type of AT
More info
to pay…
iPad equipped with a speech $329
Augmentative/
or learning apps like the ones
Alternative
Communication listed below. You CAN get
multiple apps that will fit your $15
loved ones needs!

Augmentative/
Alternative
Communication

Augmentative/
Alternative
Communication

Augmentative/
Alternative
Communication

*You may want to consider a
case as well!
Proloquo2Go is an awardwinning
symbol-supported
communication
app.
It
provides a
voice
to
over
150,000 individuals who cannot
speak. The app is designed to
promote
language
development
and
grow
communication
skills.
Its
innovative features support
users, parents, teachers and
therapists
to
quickly
personalize the vocabulary and
settings.
Proloquo2Go is used by people
with autism, down syndrome,
cerebral
palsy
and
other
diagnoses. It is available in
English, Spanish and French,
including regional and bilingual
support.
Mountain Precision NuVois
III Digital is an electrolarynge speech aid with state
of the art electronics. A
programmable electronic circuit
allows for full digital control of
all functions. The unit features
volume and tone or pitch
buttons for easy adjustability,
allowing the user to add
inflection to their speaking
voice for emphasis and a more
natural sounding voice. This
model uses less current draw
for longer lasting batteries.
TouchChat HD is a fullfeatured
communication
solution for individuals who
have difficulty using their
natural voice. TouchChat is
designed for individuals with
Autism, Down Syndrome, ALS,
apraxia,
stroke,
or
other
conditions
that
affect
a
person's ability to use natural
speech.

$249

$529.99

$149.99

Avaz, a full-featured AAC $199.99
Augmentative/
app, has been developed for
Alternative
Communication children who are non-verbal or

Augmentative/
Alternative
Communication

Augmentative/
Alternative
Communication

who have difficulty speaking.
Avaz has been designed with
the vision of making every
voice heard! Avaz is child- and
caregiver-friendly, and helps
therapists and educators to
bring
out
the
maximum
potential in children. Avaz has
received
top
international
awards, including being on
MIT's list of Top 35 Innovations
in 2011.
iCommunicate for iPad
allows you to create pictures,
flashcards, storyboards,
routines, visual schedules and
record custom audio in any
language. Aside from beeing
an AAC device iCommunicate
also includes task completion
and audio visual prompting.
iCommunicate comes
preloaded with 10,000
symblstix pictures. You also
have the ability to insert
Google images and the story
boards are printable. One
negative is that this app is for
the iPad only. The feature set
is definitley not as robust as
Proloque2Go, but you get what
you pay for.
Voice4u, is a revolutionary
AAC (augmentative and
alternative communication)
application that helps
individuals to express their
feeling, thought, actions and
things they need. It is a perfect
solution for learning and
communication for autistic
individuals and people around
them. With it, you will never
have to guess at an individuals’
wants and needs and will break
down the barriers of
communication for individuals
with special needs. Two
complaints about Voice4U are
that the illustrations are not
the best and that you are
limited to 9 categories.

$49.99

$59.99

Augmentative/
aacorn AAC is the top-rated
Alternative
assistive communication
Communication solution for non-verbal and
speech delayed children, as
featured in Apple's
"Accessibility" AND "Special
Education" Collections of
recommended iPad Apps.
This week only: Receive a
2nd copy absolutely FREE
with your purchase! Use one
at home and give the other to
your child's school or speech
therapist!

$149.99

Augmentative/
GoTalk Express 32 is an
Alternative
excellent solution for those
Communication who use AAC devices. This
GoTalk is incredibly easy to
use, and it has a durable,
lightweight construction. It
has high sound quality, which
is adjusted via volume
controls. It has a built-in
handle, overlay storage, five
recording levels, level and
record locks, and headphone
access. There is an option to
purchase it with Overlay
Software. Three AA batteries
are included.

$1133.94

Augmentative/
Ablenet 10002100 BIGmack: $130
Alternative
Record any single message
Communication directly into the BIGmack
communicator and press its
activation surface for
playback up to two minutes in
length. Connect a toy or
appliance for additional
motivation. With its large 5 in.
activation surface BIGmack is
an excellent choice for
persons with visual
impairments and persons with
physical disabilities who
require a larger target area.

Access Control

Jouse3 is an advanced
joystick-operated USB mouse
that is controlled with your
mouth and provides unlimited
access to all your computers
and devices, giving you
complete freedom and control
to do everything you want to
do.

$1666.79

Access Control

TrackerPro is a plug-and-play,
high-resolution
intelligent
camera that emulates a mouse
using the movements from a
small dot placed on your
forehead.
TrackerPro is a computer
input device that takes the
place of a mouse for people
with
little
or
no
hand
movement. Simply plug it in
and it works just like a mouse
(no
additional
software
required). Anything that can be
done with a regular hand
mouse can be done by using
TrackerPro.
Maltron Keyboards: These
keyboards are designed to
enable people with special
needs to enter computer data
more easily and quickly. The
special shape and letter layout
have
been
very
carefully
planned, taking into account
the limited number of keys that
can be accessed quickly and
comfortably.

$994.95

Access Controls

$695

Access Controls The Freedom Staff is a
$209.99
system designed with
freedom, independence, and
mobility in mind.
The Freedom Staff is a
complete system developed
to help anyone with physical
challenges drive safely. It has
been designed with all around
freedom in mind. With the
Freedom Staff any driver can
now benefit from:
•
•
•

Quick portable
installation
Works for all of your
vehicles
Easy to adapt driving
techniques

•

Clean installation for
portable units
Access Controls The Z-18 portable hand
control is made for use on
automatic transmission
vehicles for drivers who don’t
have the use of their legs but
do possess a high degree of
hand control and function.
Function:
•
•
•
•

$279.90

Push to brake, thumb
for gas control
Left hand use OR
Right hand use
Adjustable length
No tools needed for
adjustment of
installation

The Z-18 Portable Hand
Controls come with a strap to
brace the hand controls to the
steering column.
Aide to Daily
Living

Rolyn Prest Steady Spoon Pediatric Handle:
Counter weights keep the
spoon bowl level no matter
what the adult or child's arm
position or level of tremor,
preventing food spillage.
Hook & loop strap on built-up
handle eliminates need for
strong grasp. The spoon's
weight gives added
proprioceptive input for
children with PDD and SI
problems.

$76

Aide to Daily
Living

Bioness Ness L300 Pediatric
Foot Drop System
The L300 Foot Drop System is
a revolutionary medical device
that may help you regain
mobility and independence.
The system's gait sensor
adapts to changes in walking
speed and sensor adapts to
changes in walking speed and
terrain, allowing you to walk
easily on stairs, grass and
carpet. Comfortably worn
under most clothing, the L300
Foot Drop System's unique
design can help you eliminate
the need for a rigid ankle-foot

$7000+

orthosis (AFO), or braces, and
may reduce the risk of falls and
injuries. Bioness devices are
clinically proven with the ability
to increase range of motion
and reduce the risk of falls,
while improving confidence and
independence.

Aid to Daily
Living

Aid to Daily
Living

Aid to Daily
Living

The Parkinson's Weighted
Kit contains the most popular
of our weighted products for
tremors; an essential package
perfect for your eating and
writing needs.
Our set contains:
KEatlery Weighted Utensils
which were designed to be the
most attractive and functional
utensils for those afflicted with
Parkinson's.
Universal Holders, with pencil
and sharpener, that greatly
assist in weighing down most
writing utensils
Universal Holder for
toothbrushes, razors, etc, or
other thin stemmed item snot
easily situated in one's hand
Weighted, insulated drinking
mug that provides drinkers
with the safety and confidence
of no longer spilling hot, or
cold, beverages.
Cozy Comfort Weighted
Blanket: This special
comforter helps children who
have trouble sleeping. made
from high-quality printed fabric
and fleece. Weight tubes run
the width of the comforter and
are securely inserted between
four layers of batting.

$100

LUVEASE SNUGGLE WRAP
WEIGHTED BLANKET: This
special Snuggle Wrap (cot size)
was designed by a therapist for
children who have difficulty
sleeping or calming. The even
weight distribution is
unparalleled in all other
weighted products. The liner is
water-resistant and the foam
anti-microbial.

$211.74

$229

Hearing Aid

Hearing Aid

Hearing Aid

Siemens Pure Binax hearing
aids, according to clinical
studies, now enable you to
hear better in noisy situations
even better than normal
hearing. Get the mostsophisticated digital hearing
processing available with
renown Siemens engineering.
Siemens Pure Binax innovative
programming and features use
binaural technology to combine
the input and processing power
of a pair of instruments to
allow you to hear more clearly
in even the most challenging
situations.
The LiNX 3D is the 5th
generation 2.4 GHz wireless
technology and 3rd generation
of binaural directionality.
Released April 2017, this
optimal hearing aid technology
available from ReSound show
Studies that compared to
premium hearing aids from
competitive brands, ReSound
LiNX 3D:
• is up to 50% better at
identifying speech across
various environments
• enables users to hear up to
80% more of the sounds
around them, and
• enables users to understand
up to 40% more speech in
noise
2 Unitron North Moxi Pro
hearing aids. Unitron RIC
(Receiver In Canal) 20 Channel
- Premium Technology. Choose
from the three model and two
battery size options. The North
Moxi Pro Series features an
unmatched seven environment
automatic programming with
superior features. Advanced
Binaural Speech recognition.
The technology adapts to the
surrounding environment
whether you are in church or a
crowded restaurant. Fit for mild
to severe hearing loss.
BlueTooth technology
compatible with all accessories.
North Moxi Series by Unitron is
a robust platform with award
winning design.

$3574.99
(2)

$3488

$4199

Positioning

TherAdapt Tray Easels:
Height and Angle adjustable
work and play surfaces for
proper eye gaze and erect
trunk and head positioning.
Freestanding Easels can be
used with chairs, standers, and
wheelchairs.

$372

Visual Aid

Illuminated
Object
Communicator for Visually
Impaired
is
a
direct
selection or
scanning
communicator designed for use
by individuals with low vision
and communication disabilities.
This device offers 12 levels
with 300 seconds of recording
time with four selection fields.
The user activates a connected
capability switch (not included)
to start the action. Once
objects (not included) are
placed within the selected
fields illumination is provided
for greater visibility.

$489.99

Visual Aid

With Acrobat HD ultra’s new
Full HD 3-in-1 camera enjoy
brighter sharper colors and bold
contrast with this electronic
magnifier. A wider field of view
allows you to see even more of
what you want. It’s our most
flexible solution for
reading, writing or viewing
magnified images at any
distance. Use it up close like a
mirror for applying make-up or
other personal grooming. By
simply rotating the camera you
can magnify images in the
distance. Use it to view
presentations, paperwork,
even work on crafts. Acrobat
HD ultra is ideal for work or
home.

$2295

Visual Aid

With HIMS Lifestyle HD
$2998
Desktop Video Magnifier
24", users may be able to
read at a smaller size due to
its sharper image, thus seeing
a wider field of text with more
letters or words displayed
across the line requiring less
movement of the X/Y reading
table. The lower magnification
level allows a wider field view
of photos and the natural
color image shows more
definition and detail.
Easy to use with simple front
panel design. Power,
Magnification and Image
buttons are all located on the
front panel. A single Power
button, powers on the unit.
Magnification buttons are
large and ergonomic push
buttons. To
increase/decrease the
magnification, simply press
the Up or Down arrow
buttons. Zooms continuously
(not to a limited preset
number of magnification
levels.) To select or change
the Image mode, press the
large Left or Right arrow
buttons to view the different
Modes. Color, Enhanced
Reverse Image (white letters
on a black background),
enhanced B/W, normal B/W,
or the most commonly used
monochrome images like
yellow text on a black
background, yellow text on a
blue background or green text
on a black background.

